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For questions 1 – 30 choose the correct option for each gap below. Only one answer is correct.  

1. I've been trying to work ................................ how long we've known each other. 

 A) on B) up C) out D) for 

 2. Nobody believed the story at the beginning but in the end, it turned ................................ to be true. 

 A) up B) out C) on D) about 

3. Now I want to make up ................................ all the time I wasted in my first year at school. 

 A) for  B) on C) with  D) back 

4. Then we flew over ................................ English Channel to ................................ Netherlands. 

 A) the / the B) - / - C) - / the D) the / - 

5. It will take ................................ time, but I'm sure you 'll learn the rules of dodgeball eventually. 

 A) little B) a little C) a few D) few 

6. So many questions were asked, but ................................ were answered. 

 A) little B) much C) many D) few 

7. Sarah reminds me ................................ Julia Roberts, but they aren't related ................................ each other. 

 A) of/with B) about/with C) about/to D) of/to 

8. I ................................ ice cream since I ate too much of it and was sick. 

A) haven't liked 
B) haven't been liking 

C) didn't like 
D) wasn't liking  

9. Look out! That tree ................................! 

 A) is going to fall B) will fall C) falls D) will be falling 

10. By this time next year I ................................ my degree. 

A) am finishing 
B) will finish 

C) will have finished 
D) has finished 

11.  There is no simple cure ................................ hay fever. 

 A) of B) for C) against D) with 

12. After Mike ................................ the hospital, he had a long holiday. 

 A) leaves B) left C) has left D) is leaving 

13. It began to get very cold. Unfortunately, we ................................ our hats at home. 

 A) had been leaving B) had left C) had been left D) have left 

14. In a few weeks' time, this old car ................................ 250,000 kilometres. 

 A) will have been doing B) will do C) will have done D) has done 
 

15. He spilt red wine all over his suit, so he will have it ................................ tomorrow. 

 A) clean B) cleaning C) cleaned D) to clean 
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16. The car seat …………………………. wet if you had closed the window. 

 A) wouldn't have got  B) wouldn't get C) haven't been D) hadn't been 

17. It's time you ……………………. your room. It's a terrible mess. 

 A) tidied B) tidyed C) tidy D) will tidy 

18. You'd be better at badminton if you ………………………. more regularly.  

 A) practise B) practice C) practised D) will practise 

19. Joyce meant …………………………. earlier, but I forgot ………………………….. my alarm clock. 

 A) getting up/setting B) to get up/setting  C) getting up/to set D) to get up/to set 

20. The Browns …………………………… the lottery. They have bought another new car! 

 A) must have won B) had to win C) need to win D) could win 
 

21. Jim hasn't arrived yet, but he …………………………… come tomorrow. 

 A) may have B) may C) can D) can have 
 

22. I'm sure he doesn't have ……………………………  evidence for his accusations. 

 A) either B) some C) no D) any 
 

23. I'm in the doghouse. I wish I ……………………………  Sara's favourite vase on Sunday. 

 A) hadn't broken B) haven't broken C) wouldn't break D) didn't break 
 

24. I'll tell you as soon as I ……………………………. . 

 A) would know B) will know C) know D) knew 
 

25. We decided to buy the house, ……………………………. we didn't really have enough money. 

 A) despite B) in spite of C) even though D) in spite 
 

26. The food they serve here is excellent because they have a fine …………………………… .  

 A) chief B) cooker C) chef D) cooking 
 

27. The cathedral was .…………………………… with tourists so we decided to leave it for later. 

 A) in pack B) packaged C) packing D) packed 
 

28. You need a powerful car to tow a …………………………… . 

 A) camping B) caravan C) bivouac D) camper van 
 

29. During the twenty-day cruise, ten will be spent …………………………… sea, and ten in port. 

 A) at B) by C) in D) over 
 

30. Because of the fog, our flight was …………………………… from Heathrow to York Airport. 

 A) deflected B) diverted C) replaced D) reverted 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/favourite
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/vase
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For questions 31 – 50 read the texts below and decide which answer A, B, C or D best fits each space. Only one 

answer is correct. 

TEENAGERS AND DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY 
 
In many countries, there is a widespread (31) …………… that teenagers' lives nowadays are (32) …………… by 

technology. However, information (33) …………… in a recent study of Australian teenagers' use of and attitudes 

towards technology suggests that this view doesn't (34) …………… the reality of their everyday existence. The 

research by academics from the University of Canberra in Australia found that, while most teenagers had ready 

access to home computers, mobile phones and other electronic devices, they generally spent more time on 

traditional (35) ……………, such as talking to family and friends, doing homework, and enjoying hobbies and sports 

than on using technology. Accessing social media and playing computer games (36) …………… as low as ninth and 

tenth (37) …………… among the ten most common after-school activities.  

Fifteen-year-old Laura Edmonds is one of the teenagers (38) …………… . She admits 'to being very (39) …………… to 

her smartphone' and makes full use of various apps, but if she needs to (40) …………… after a hard day at school, 

she tends to 'hang out with my friends, listen to music or chat with my mum and dad'.  

31.  A) mediation  B) perception  C) sensation  D) comprehension 

32.  A) mastered   B) dominated   C) prevailed   D) commanded  

33.  A) amounted   B) gained   C) achieved   D) gathered  

34.  A) repeat   B) reproduce   C) reflect   D) recreate 

35.  A) pursuits   B) events   C) operations   D) processes 

36.  A) classed   B) ranked   C) valued   D) graded 

37.  A) subsequently   B) separately   C) correspondingly D) respectively 

38.  A) surveyed   B) surmised   C) surmounted   D) surpassed 

39.  A) related   B) attached   C) absorbed   D) fastened 

40.  A) unwind   B) unfold   C) unload   D) unbend 
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HOLIDAYS 
  
Is it better to go on a package 41) ................................, or to travel on your own? I suppose the answer depends 

on what kind of tourist you are. A complicated tour organised by a travel 42) ................................ has some 

advantages. You have a/an 43) ................................, which gives you definite departure and arrival dates, and a 

list of all your 44) ................................ . The 45) ................................ may be cheaper, as it has been                  

46) ................................ in advance, so you spend less time worrying about where you are going to                   

47) ................................ . If you book your own hotel, you might have trouble finding a/an                                  

48) ................................, unless you are going to stay for a 49) ................................, for example. On the other 

hand, organising your own trip can be fun. Many students 50) ................................ or buy cheap train tickets, 

and spend the night in student hostels or guest-houses.  

 

41.     A) travel   B) tour   C) journey   D) cruise 

42.     A) office   B) agent   C) tour    D) operation 

43.     A) timetable  B) scheme  C) notice   D) itinerary 

44.     A) cancellations  B) destinations  C) organisations   D) expeditions  

45.     A) bedrooms  B) staying  C) accommodation  D) flat  

46.     A) preserved              B) booked  C) reservation   D) hotels 

47.   A) stay   B) pass   C) live    D) cross 

48.   A) empty   B) free   C) vacancy   D) available 

49.   A) fortnight   B) daytime  C) fifteen days   D) passage 

50.   A) auto-stop   B) hitch-hike  C) lift    D) journey 


